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This circuit employs a Union Type-DNL relay to
accomplish desired results
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Track and signal plan of interlocked junction with call-on
signals at two locations

Information Desired in Question No.4

I would like to install a circuit to clear signal I and
prevent call-on signal IA from clearing when a train
passes No. I, such a circuit to use the same signal lever
ill the tower but not a middle position on the segement,
using only the full normal and full reverse position.
The same requisite applys to signals 2 and 2.1'1.

The present condition allows the operator to use the
zn

These signals are ..... ? V
upper quadranf,.,.....V~
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Additional Solutions to Call-On
Signal Circuit Problem

"Can YO~I design a circuit to obtain the desired opera
tion of the call-on arms as indicated in the sketch be
low?"

call-on signal under all conditions and I would like to
change it so that when he pulls lever I or 2 (which
ever route is set up) the train will receive full prote,:
tion hom the high signaL Signal IA must not be al
lowed to bob. I would also like to include signal
repeaters for the call-on arms, Note that I do not
want to use push buttons to clear the call-on signals,
but want the same lever to clear both signals.

If a train approaches and passes either high signal
and opens the track circuit, putting the high arm at
stop I do not want the call-on arm to clear imme
diately.-P. H, W.

Some More Prize Winners
(This concludes the publication of solutions received

in response to the foregoing question. Several others
were received too late to be considered, or in the opinion
of the judges did not conform to the conditions specified
in the question.-EDlToR.)

Uses a DNL Relay in Addition to H Control Relay

I T is interesting to note that all of the circuits sub
mitted in response to question No.4 in the April issue

of Railway Signaling, are dependent on the track
relays for selection of the two arms. Herewith is a
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open-circuiteu as it shoula be. but it wIll not pro, dt an}
indication that an inductor is prop<'Tly close eil'cll1ted 1S

it should be when the signal ;s cleo ". However, an in-
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CIrcuit hook-up for making' resistance and insulation
measurements together with report forms used

in checking wayside inductors

..

Motor Car Ignition Coil Used in Testing Train
Stop Inductors

O N the Atlanta dlvisoin of the Southern, we hav~
developed a scheme for testing the G-R-S wa)

side elements of the intermittent auto-manual train
"to P system, using the regular igmtion circuit of a
IT tcr car. Ailer removing the cover ot the ter'Tlina
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Connections for testing wayside element

b J.' on he way ide clement I ng j>Jn'pers fr m tb
swi~ h f r battery bo ' on the mo+or cor arc c n I etc
to the terninab of the coil on the inductor. \\ ne ,
the circuit is closed to the signals, that is, the HD re
lay is up ~nd the signal clear, the buzzer on the moto~

c,r wi'l operate, but when the circuit to the signa:
is opened 'he buzzer st,)P~ on ccom t of the. j" 1Ic'a'1ce
in 'le \ ays'de demel't coil 'Ieing t 0 high. T r f e,
\!e llav~ a check on the circuit from tile inductor ,; rough
the relay and ~ignal contact. The next test IS to deter
mil . ,h It .t" coil in the inductor is ) 0pl"n \\ e fe und
t 1< • h Je J~h if ~ t Izzer woul I1Ut \ ' _1 h

Je ;,;nal wa" opt.'1, a s ar w ulC: (
]( I'ng' the jumper to ml

cluc .. c' '1, ,\ hich indicated tlla he. coil \\ ir.d, 'R" ,
cUl'lplek. A test to see if the indw:tor coil is grounded
can be nade l:Jy disconnecting wi"es A and Band t Uc.I·
!I1b iIIi" Boa cleaned spot 0'1 'le lIe 'II l"1.1 • tn
indn 1~ 1S sho vn bv he Ie (tee: iine. r he e t ' . a e
ma ie '1I1C a month..
Rome, Ga J. \\'ALLER,

Assist'lnt Signal Supervisor, Sou 11 ·rn.
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Desired control of call-on signal is obtained with this

circuit-High arm protection is effective
when track is clear
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essential difference is in the stick control relay circuit
for the lower signal, Mr. Spray providing a normally
open circuit, whereas Mr. Anderson provided a normally
closed relay circuit for this purpose. The signal re
peater truly repeats the call-on ann and is controlled
without an additional line wire.-JUDGE.)

Only Two Relays in This Solution-Stick Relay
Picked Up By 30-40 Deg. Contact on

Signal Controller

I HAVE not shown the lock circuits, etc., needed for
the signal lever, only the circuit required to operate

the signal. Reversing lever I feeds battery to signal I

if the slot relay is energized and also feeds battery to
pick up the stick relay. ,'\Then a train passes the signal,
the track relay and slot relay will drop. 'vVhen the
signal passes the 30-40 deg. position with the track relay
on a back point, the stick relay picks up. This relay
prevents signal IA from clearing until it is desired to

~S B J~YDM ~=

have it clear. The stick relay sticks up through any
numher of relays as may be required.

If any track relay should fail to pick up after the train
clears, the stick relay would remain energized, which in
tum would prevent signal IA from clearing. To take
care of this the towerman would put lever I normal and
then reverse it after which signal IA would clear.

.When the train dears the slot circuit for the high arm,
signal IA automatically goes to stop and No. I clears.
This gives high arm protection at all times when the
track is clear. Signal NO.2 works the same as No. I.

Chicago. LEROY CONE,
Circuit Designer.

(Control of signals is accomplished by using but two
line relays. Tower indicator to repeat position of cali
on signal is not provided for as requested.-JUDGE.)

This Circuit Provides Indicators for Top and Bottom
Arms-Gall-On Signal Can Be Cleared

with Switch 5 Reversed

AFTER high signals I or 2 have been cleared and put
to stop by a passing train, their respective levers

have to be returned to the normal position by the op
erator and again reversed -to clear a call-on signal.
"'\Then a call-on signal has been cleared it w.ill remain
clear as long as its lever is in the reverse' position re
gardless of whether the home track circuits are occupied
or not. .

If the home track circuits are clear as indi~\ed to
the operator by the track indicator, the high ~ignals I

III

opera-

sketch of a circuit designed to provide the desired indi
cations which is dependent only on the integrity of the
circuit of the 1H R relay for selection. The relay used
in series with the IHR relay is a Union Switch & Signal
Company's Type-DNL relay. The RY contacts are
used to give the IHR relay a slight lead over the 1AHR
relay.

Circuits for signals 2 and 2A would be identical ex
cept for the selection through the track relays and
switches.
Detroit, Mich. LOUIS RUPERT,

General Signal Inspector, Michigan Central.

. (After relay IHR has been picked up which also picks
up the DN L relay, it is necessary to put the lever normal
in order to break down the DNL relay. Again revers
ingthe lever will pick up relay IAHR.-JuDGE.)

This Scheme Uses Only Two Control Relays Both
Having a Stick Feature

T HE accompanyirlg sketch outlines a scheme of cir
cuits for the call-on signals of question No.4. After

the top arm has gone to the stop position because of a
passing train the call-on arm can be cleared by opera
tion of the signal lever to the normal or normal indica
tion position and then to reverse. The circ'uits as shown
are for signals I and IA but could be similar for signals
2 and 2A. Relay IHS is controlled over all track sec
tions in the route of signal I and through its own stick
contact in multiple with a normal contact on lever I.

Relay AIHS is controlled over a back contact of IHS
and through its own stick contact and a normal to
normal indication contact on lever I.

As a train passes signal I, relay I H S opens its front
contact, thereby putting signal I to stop. If the op-
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erator now desires to clear call-on signal IA while the
route of signal I is occupied by a train and relay IHS is
de-energized he will first return lever I to the normal or
normal indication positions and so complete the circuit
of relay AIHS through INB contact in series with IHS
back contact. Relay contact AIHS will then be closed
in the control circuit of signal IA and hence the o'perator
can now clear this signal by reversing lever I. Relay
IHS will remain de-energized and AIHS will remain
energized until the operator again places lever I normal
and the route of signal I has been cleared and hence
signal I A will remain clear as long as lever I is left in
the reversed position.

The purpose in using an NB instead of an N contact
on the lever is to make it unnecessary to return the lever
any furother than to the B position when preparing to
clear the call-on signal, especially if route locking is
accomplished by controlling the signal lever lock through
front contacts of the track relays.

The sketch includes a call-on signal repeater that does
not necessitate an additional line wire.
Swissvale, Pa. L. E. SPRAY,

Circuit Engineer, Union Switch & Signal Company.
(This solution is somewhat similar to Mr. Anderson's

solution which was published in the May issue. The
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Stick relay SR used to obtain desired operation

It is necessary to return the signal lever normal to pick
up the SR relay after which the call-on signal can be
cleared.
Fredericksburg, Va. S. F. ARDEL,

Signal Foreman, Union Switch & Signal Company.

ax

(Signal cannot "pump" because it is necessary to
restore the lever to normal before the call-on signal will
clear. The SR relay operates from the signal battery.
JUDGE.)

Circuit Scheme Does Not Control High Arm Through
Switch S Allowing It to Clear When This

Switch Is Reversed

T HE circuit shown herewith was recently used to
overcome the difficulty mentioned by your corre

spondent. It has proved entirely satisfactory in use.
In case of a track circuit failure the call-on signal

only will clear. No "pumping action" of signals will
be possible because of the relay control scheme. Signal
repeating indicators have been provided to repeat the
call-on and high signals in the tower.

(The top arm is not controlled through switch 5 and
hence if a movement over switch 5 is contemplated, the
high ann (instead of the call~on) would clear when lever
I is reversed. With track circuits unoccupied this would
be effected by relay CLIO picking up, which in turn
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Anot·her circuit intended to accomplish desired result

would pick up the stick relay, thus breaking the back
contact which controls signal lA. Also the top and
bottom arms are not "interlocked electrically" in both
directions, that is the control is "biased" by reason of
the fact that the call-on signal only is checked through
the top arm at stop. Had the high signal been checked
through the lower arm at stop, then complete assurance
of proper operation would be secured.-JUDGE.)
Detroit, Mich. W. L. DAYTON,

Superintendent of Signals, Grand Trunk.

Circuit Uses Only One Control Relay

W ITH a semaphore signal, a line relay can be used
in connection with the slot coil to control the

operation of the call-on signal. The circuit shown here
with requires but one I-e!ay, namely the stick relay SR.
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Circuit will operate to fulfill all conditions required in
question No.4

route or mechanical time locking is used on signal levers
I and 2, but if such is the case then the additional time
interval to operate these devices will be effective before
a call-on signal can be cleared after a high signal has
been put to stop by a train entering the home track
circuits.
Pedro Miguel, C. Z. C. B. CARGILE,

Supervisor of Signals, Panama Railroad.

or 2 will be cleared when its lever is reversed, but if
the track indicator shows the home track circuits oc
cupied, reversing the signal lever will clear a call-on
signal.

The selection between the high signals and the call-on
signals is made by the stick relay SR. When the track
indicator is down and levers I and 2 are normal, relay
SR will pick up and hold up while the home track
circuits are occupied or the lever is reversed holding the
call-on signal clear. The track indicator control circuit
is also broken through a circuit controller on the side
track crossover lever 5 at normal so that when this
crossover is reversed only a call-on signal will be
cleared.

The I and 2 indicator and the lA and 2A indicator
have their banners connected so as to be down when
their armatures are up. When signal Ie or 2 is cleared
operating its mechanism circuit controller, I and 2 in
dicator will drop and its banner go up following the
operation of the signal arm. Indicator lA and 2A op
erates in the same way When one of the call-on signals
is cleared. If it is so desired separate indicators can be
used, one for each signal arm, but ordinarily one indi
cator for each set of signals gives the operator' the
information he requires as he knows which lever he has
reversed.

If there is at present a lock circuit on high signals
I and 2 the I and 2 indicator can be tapped onto it in
the tower.

The question does not state whether any approach,

~E/I
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Other Replies Received
Control of Call-On Signals Effected by Track Relay

Position

T HE problem in question No.4 involves the control
of two signals from one lever, the variable factor

in the control being the position of track r'e1ays I and 4.
When these relays are picked up signal I only must
clear when lever I is reversed.

When either or both of these relays are open, signal
IA only must clear when lever I is reversed. Therefore
the selection of the control of the signal to be deared
involves the use of a stick relay. A simplified circuit
showing the control is submit>ted herewith. The same
circuit will apply to signals.2 and 2A. The control
through switch circuit controllers is omitted but, of
course, may be inserted if desired. With this circuit

Slck rela

eireu;! confroller
~ on leuer" closed

__~~. only when lever is reversed

/.

Schematic circuit for controlling signals 1 and 1A by track
relay selection

arrangement only one signal will be clear at a time so
that signal repeaters .mav be installed in the usual
manner.
New York. G. HANCOCK.

Representative, E. A. Lundy Co.

(Schematic circuit does not show if signals are
checked against the possibility of top arm sticking clear
and lower arm clearing at same time.-JUDGE.)

Recommends Operating Both High Arms with One
Lever and the Two Call-On Arms with the

. Other Lever

T o obtain the desired operation of the calling-on
arms as indicated in the sketch it would seem nec

essary to select the control circuits for the calling-on
arms through a front contact of th'e track relay for the
section immediately ahead of the signal in order that
the calling-on arms may not clear at once after a train

This circuit is designed to control the two high arms with
one lever and the two call-on anns with the second

lever

opens the track circuit, putting the high arm at stop.
The necessary selection between the high arms and the
calling-on arms can be obtained by breaking the con
trol of the calling-on arms through a contact closed
only when the high arm is at stop.

Following this scheme as 'outlined, when lever I or 2
is reversed (which ever route is set up) and all track
sections in the block are clear, the high arm will clear.
If the high arm gO'es to stop or does not clear due to
a train in the block or some other reas·on, the calling-on
arm will clear, provided the first track section immedi
ately ahead of the signal is unoccupied. Such an ar
rangement, however, is oIJen to many objections. It
is not sufficiently flexible, and the leverman has little
choice as to when he can clear the calling-on arms and
therefore the advantages to be gained by having four
separate signal arms are reduced considerably,

If, instead of this arrangement, one lever is used to
operate both high signal arms, using the other lever
to control the two calling-on arms, a much better work
ing of the signals can be obtained. Control circuits for
these signals under this suggested arrangement are
shown herewith, having assumed that the change in
the use of the two existing levers can be made. When
lever I is reversed, the necessary s'e1ection to clear
either one of the high signal arms is obtained over
switch 3 normal or reverse. This also applies to the
selection of the calling-on arms. When lever 2 is re
versed, only the calling-on arm governing over the
route set up is the one that can clear. The locking, of
course, may have to be changed so that levers I and 2
lock switch 3' both normal and rev'erse. Under this
scheme the leverman has at all times complete control
over the signals. But just reversing the lever when
conditions are right, he can dear anyone of the four
signal arms, and therefore can use his judgment as to
when to clear a signal for a train and which signal to
clear. Whenever he deems it proper to advance a
train at slow speed, using the calling-on arm, he can
do so. Full protection from the high signals is main
tained, and in cases of track circuit failure, the calling
on arms are always available to keep trains moving.
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(If lever I is put back to normal position and top arm
sticks clear, for some reason or other, call-on arm will
immediately clear up, thus having both arms clear with
a train in the track section.-JUDGE.)

B \~ Circuits for Coil-on Repeaters
-%~

~
Addition of a stick relay controlled through lever contact

will effect the desired operation

rrA

controllers. As signal I begins to clear it breaks the
contact on circuit controller for stick relay IS, causing
same to open. Before IS will pick up signal I must
be normal, lever I returned to normal position (which
closes controller IR) and track relay TRI must be
down or the time release used. Therefore, after sig
nal I is cleared, and return'ed to normal position, before
call-on signal IA can be cleared it will be necessary to
return lever I to normal position while a train is oc
cupying track circuit TRI, or else to use the time re
lease.

Plan for signals 2 and 2A shows through route set
up, but signal 2 is not clear on account track A beyond
the limits of the interlocker being occupied by a train,
and it is assumed necessery to send an engine over this
route. Therefore, lever 2 is reversed and as relay 2R
does not pick up, relay 2AR picks up and clears signal
2A. This signal can also be cleared with switch 5 re
versed, or with cars occupying any of the track circuits,
providing the switches and dera,ils are properly lined.

If it is desired to have the stick relays that control
the call-on arms restored to normal before track cir
cuit TRI is reached, the other track relays can be used
for that purpose. If it is not desired to have call-on
arms clear while the track within interlocking limits is
occupied, wire relays, I AR and 2AR through front
contacts of track relays involved.
Forrest, Ill. H. W. COOPER,

Signal Maintainer, Wabash.
(Signal I A should break through circuit controller

contact on signal I as a check, so that top arm cannot
stick clear and allow bottom arm to clear also. Circuit
controller contacts not shown in proper relation to posi
tion of signal arms. Lower quadrant symbols for con
trollers are shown while upper quadrant signals are
used which makes it hard to grasp readily. Also signal
2A is improperly shown as clear.-JUDGE.)

B S

Circuit scheme suggested for controlling caB-on signals

Stick Re1ays Used to Control Call-On Arms-Advo
cates Operation of Lower Arms Independently

of Track Circuit

I N this plan written circui!s are u.sed .to cover the g~n

eral wiring, the local Signal CirCUits and the stick
relay circuits, being shown in full, except the battery.
Symbol IR on the stick relay circuit indicates that the
controller is open when lever I is reversed, being closed
in normal position only. The circuit controllers on the
signals are shown to correspond with the position of the
arm as illustrated. The call-on arm is supposed to be
used when any r·oute over the plant is properly set up
regardless of the condition of the track circuits, and the
plan is made accordingly.

The plan for signals I andIA shows route set up and
sianal I in clear position. Signal IA is controlled by
relay IAR; which is wired through front contact of
stick relay IS; back contact of IR and proper circuit
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WM. H. ARDEL,
Signal Maintainer, Erie.

B

follow the first one before first train clears oircuit,
operator can clear call-on by putting Iever normal and
reversing lever again, because when lever is put nor
mal, the stick relay opens. Then by reversing the lever,
the call-on arm will clear, the circuit being established
through battery, reverse contact of leVer, back point of
relay IR, back point of stick relay to relay IAR. Re
lay I AR then picks up clearing the call-on signal.

The repeaters for call-on arms work as follows:
From battery through a spring on signal IA or 2A
(which makes when the signal is clear) to the indicator
in the tower, to common. The indicator will clear when
the signal is clear. Repeater circuits for IA to 2A
would be similar.
Garfield, N. J.

Two polarized relays are shown each to repeat in the
tower both the high arm and calling-on arm on the
same mast. The signals are interlocked electrically and
in order to clear anyone arm, the other three arms
are checked in the stop position. It will be seen that
energy to all four signals would be cut off at the tower
before two conflicting signals could clear. The re
peaters would also allow the leverman to check on the
proper operation of the signals.
Washington, D. C. R. A. PLA,

Signal and Electrical Inspector, Southern.
(Suggested control arrangement does not answer the

question published in the April issu'e, because it fails 1.u
consider the limitations there specified. Although the
above circuit is workable, using one lever for the two
high signals and a second lever for two lower signals,
it cannot properly be classed as a solution of the prob
lem, because the other replies have ,been confined to
the sp'ecific requirements of the question that the "same
signal lever" be used for the top and· bottom arms at
each 10cation.-JuDGE.)

Simple Stick Relay Control Scheme

I ASSUME that the circuits for the top arms I and 2,

use an H control relay in each case. This circuit
works as follows when everything is "0. k." for the top
arm: From battery through reverse contact lever I,

front point relay IR, to stick relay, to common. This
picks stick relay up preventing the call-on from clear
ing as relay IAR breaks through back point of stick
relay. \iVith relay IR picked up battery is cut off relay
IAR as this wire is broken through back point of re
lay IR. When train passes signal, top arm goes to
danger. Call-on arm will not clear as the stick relay
will remain picked up on account of taking battery
through its own front point. If another train is to

Cireui+' for Clearing Coli-on Si<;lnal

~


